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   Chapter 1 
 
Prerequisites and setting up the environment 

 
1.1 Prerequisites - rerun experiments on latest versions 
 
Before we set out to understand the source code and design of python it is imperative that we 
understand the setup of the system required. 
 
Below are listed the prerequisites that are required to setup python on your machine. If you 
already know how to compile python from source feel free to skip this section. 
 
1. Linux based Operating System preferably Ubuntu version greater 12.04. All the 
experiments were based on Ubuntu 12.04. 
 
2. Python source code 
(https://www.python.org/ftp/python/2.7.12/Python-2.7.12.tgz) 
 
3. Eclipse for C/C++ 
(http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/packages/eclipse-ide-cc-developers/neon2) 
 
4. gdb 
 
5. make 
 
Once you have this checklist ready we can proceed to setup python for debugging. 
 
1.2 Setting up the environment 
 
Let us examine the steps for setting up eclipse and python for debugging. 
 

1. Make a folder under your home directory and name it python-source. 

(Example: /home/ubuntu/python-source). 

http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/packages/eclipse-ide-cc-developers/neon2
https://www.python.org/ftp/python/2.7.12/Python-2.7.12.tgz


2. Extract the contents of the python source code downloaded into the folder 

using the command $tar -xvzf <downloaded_python_tar> 

<folder_to_extract> 

3. Enter the folder in the command line using the command $cd 

python-source. 

4. Type the command $ ./configure –with-pydebug to enable debugging of 

the source code. 

5. When the command completes without errors enter the next command 

$make -j8. Where 8 is the number of CPU cores. This could vary on your 

system. Type the appropriate number. 

6. Open Eclipse and create a new C/C++ project and name it python-source. 

7. Select Import in Eclipse menu as shown in the pictures below. 

 



 

8. Complete the wizard by selecting the folder from the menu and the project 

to import to as python-source. 

9. Select the Run Menu and then select Debug Configurations to open the 

debug menu as shown below. 



10.  

11. Select the python executable as shown below. 

12.  



13. Click on the debug option and you must see  the python shell in the 

debug menu.

 

You are ready to go. 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 2 

Debugging the parser 

2.1 Debugging the parser 

Before we set into looking into how the python parser works let us create a sample python file 

called test.py in root folder of python source with the following contents. 

a=100 

To your debugging configuration in eclipse pass the argument as test.py 

 



Open the file Modules/python.c and observe the main function of python. It is a simple call to the 

function Py_Main defined in the file Modules/main.c. 

Let us start debugging this function. In the initial lines we see that the appropriate flags are set 

depending on the command line arguments passed.  

The important code lies in line number 640 which is a call to the function 

PyRun_AnyFileExFlags with the file pointer and file name as arguments. 

sts = PyRun_AnyFileExFlags(fp, filename == NULL ? "<stdin>" : filename, filename != NULL, &cf) 

!= 0; 

Let us insert a breakpoint in line no 640 and step into the function which is in the file 

Python/pythonrun.c 

In this function we observe that there are 2 path flows depending on whether we are running 
python as a interactive mode or as a program.  In this book we will be initially demonstrating the 
program mode and later shift to the interactive mode in the later parts of the book. 

int 

PyRun_AnyFileExFlags(FILE *fp, const char *filename, int closeit, 

                     PyCompilerFlags *flags) 

{ 

    if (filename == NULL) 

        filename = "???"; 



    if (Py_FdIsInteractive(fp, filename)) { 

        int err = PyRun_InteractiveLoopFlags(fp, filename, flags); 

        if (closeit) 

            fclose(fp); 

        return err; 

    } 

    else 

        return PyRun_SimpleFileExFlags(fp, filename, closeit, flags); 

} 

Insert a breakpoint in line number 752 which is a call to the function PyRun_SimpleFileExFlags. 
Step into the function. In this function it checks if the pyc file already exists for the module using 
the function maybe_pyc_file in line number 935. If the pyc file is found the interpreter is called to 
execute the module. Else the function PyRun_FileExFlags is called which is defined in the same 
file on line number 1345. 

In this function on line number 1354 is the call to the function PyParser_ASTFromFile which is 
defined in the file pythonrun.c on line number 1490. This function invokes the parser in the 
function PyParser_ParseFileFlagsEx on line number 1499 and invokes the AST tree constructor 
function PyAST_FromNode in line number 1507.  We shall cover the construction of the AST 
tree in the next chapter. Let us look in deep into the function PyParser_ParseFileFlagsEx which 
calls the function parsetok which is defined in the file Parser/parsetok.c in line number 129.  



In the function parsetok on line number 159 is the call to the function PyTokenizer_Get which is 
defined in the file tokenizer.c in the line number 1679. This function calls the function tok_get 
which is defined in the same file in line number 1216. 

Let us debug this function on line number 1232 and examine the value of c. 

 

It is the value of the character ‘a’ which is 97. Let us step debug the program and move to line 
number 1394 which loops through the character array in tok and computes the name of the 
variable and in line number 1400 returns the value NAME to signal that the current token is a 
variable name in this case. Let us debug back to the function parsetok on line number 198 
which is a call to the function PyParser_AddToken. We will just for now assume that the token is 
added into the parse tree at this moment. We shall dive into this aspect in the coming section on 
how the grammar is built.  

At this stage I would suggest you to follow the same for the other tokens ‘=’ and ‘100’ and trace 
how they are added into the parse tree.  

 



2.2 Generation of the grammar 

The textual representation of the grammar is present in the file Grammar/Grammar. It is written 
in yacc and I would suggest you to go through it. I will skip the explanation here as it is fairly 
simple to do it.  The numerical representation of the grammar is present in the file 
Python/graminit.c which contains the array of dfa’s representing the source program. Let us now 
debug how the dfas are used in construction of the parse tree. Open the source file 
Parser/parser.c line number 220 which is the function PyParser_AddToken. Start debugging the 
application and open the python shell in the eclipse debugger as shown below: 

 

Add a breakpoint on line number 237 on the file parser.c.  

In the debug console type the statement: 

>>> class c: 

  pass 



Once we enter the following class definition, we observe that the debugger gets trapped. Let us 
observe the state of the dfa. It is single_input as shown below: 

 

Run the debugger to go through the loop once again. Observe the value of the current dfa it is 
compound_stmt as shown below: 



 

Run through the debugger loop once again, we observe the value of the dfa is classdef as 
shown below: 



 

Loop through again, we find the value of the dfa to be suite as shown below: 

 



This is exactly how the dfa is defined in the file Grammar/Grammar. You can find out how the 
numerical values are mapped in the file graminit.c where the dfas are defined as an array. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 3 

Debugging the AST(Abstract Syntax Tree) generator 

Let us begin our debugging in the function PyParser_ASTFromFile on line number 1507 which 

is a call to the function PyAST_FromNode. 

This function takes the root node of the parse tree as the input and produces the Abstract 
Syntax tree as the output. Let us step into this function which is defined in the file Python/ast.c 
on line number 216. Let us insert a debug point on line number 244.  

In this line it calls the function asdl_seq_new to generate the Abstract Syntax Definition 
Language sequence for the generated parse tree.  I shall paste a piece of code for 
reference. 

Before we understand this piece of code we need to understand some macros useful for 
iterating parse trees, 

CHILD(node *, int) - Returns the nth child of the node using zero-offset indexing 

RCHILD(node *, int) 

Returns the nth child of the node from the right side. Index is negative number. 

NCH(node *) 

Number of children the node has 

STR(node *) 

String representation of the node; e.g., will return : for a COLON token 

TYPE(node *) 



The type of node as specified in Include/graminit.h 

REQ(node *, TYPE) 

Assert that the node is the type that is expected 

LINENO(node *) 

retrieve the line number of the source code that led to the creation of the parse rule;                 
defined in Python/ast.c 

Source Code: 

for (i = 0; i < NCH(n) - 1; i++) { 

                ch = CHILD(n, i); 

                if (TYPE(ch) == NEWLINE) 

                    continue; 

                REQ(ch, stmt); 

                num = num_stmts(ch); 

                if (num == 1) { 

                    s = ast_for_stmt(&c, ch); 

                    if (!s) 

                        goto error; 

                    asdl_seq_SET(stmts, k++, s); 



                } 

                else { 

                    ch = CHILD(ch, 0); 

                    REQ(ch, simple_stmt); 

                    for (j = 0; j < num; j++) { 

                        s = ast_for_stmt(&c, CHILD(ch, j * 2)); 

                        if (!s) 

                            goto error; 

                        asdl_seq_SET(stmts, k++, s); 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

            return Module(stmts, arena); 

In this piece of code we observe that the parse tree iterated and an asdl sequence is 
constructed for the tree. Once the asdl sequence is generated an object of the type module_ty 
is returned from which the compiler takes over to form the code generation. 

Let us debug the function ast_for_stmt which is defined in the file Python/ast.c on line 
number 3249. Insert a breakpoint at this line and observe how the debugger gets trapped. 
Observe the flow of code and see that it detects that the type of the node is a small_stmt 



and it’s type is 270 which is an expr_stmt. The codes for the individual statements of python 
is defined in the file Include/graminit.h. This intern calls the function ast_for_expr_stmt 
which is defined for the asdl: 

expr_stmt: testlist (augassign (yield_expr|testlist) 

                | ('=' (yield_expr|testlist))*) 

       testlist: test (',' test)* [','] 

       augassign: '+=' | '-=' | '*=' | '/=' | '%=' | '&=' | '|=' | '^=' 

                | '<<=' | '>>=' | '**=' | '//=' 

I would suggest you to debug this entire function to understand how the ASDL statement is 
generated.  In line number 2266 we see that an Assign kind of statement  is returned. 

The generation of the Assign statement is defined in the file Python/ast.c on line number 
1120. Scroll through the file to observe how different kinds of statements are created. Print 
statement is generated on line number 1173.  

I would suggest you to also debug this code flow for different programs. An example to state 
is with a program with a class or a function with a decorator and observe how the AST is 
generated for the same. Adios !! 

 

 

 



Chapter 4 

Debugging the symbol table generator 

Let us step back into the function PyRun_FileExFlags on line number 1362 in the file 

Python/pythonrun.c which is a call to the function run_mod. The run_mod function is defined in 

the same file on line number 1368. It has two principal functions to generate the code object and 

second to call the interpreter loop. The generation of the code object to be run is in the function 

PyAST_Compile on line number 1373. Let us step into this function. This function is defined in 

the file Python/compile.c on line number 254. It has two important functions: 

1. Generate the symbol table. This is done by the function PySymtable_Build which 

is defined in the file Python/symtable.c on line number 219. We shall step into this function and 

insert a debug point at line number 242. In this line number we observe it iterates through the 

asdl_sequence for the module and generates the symbol table entry in the function 

symtable_visit_stmt. Before we step into this function we need to understand the structures that 

support the symbol table. They are defined in the file Include/symtable.h.  

struct _symtable_entry; 

struct symtable { 

    const char *st_filename; /* name of file being compiled */ 

    struct _symtable_entry *st_cur; /* current symbol table entry */ 

    struct _symtable_entry *st_top; /* module entry */ 



    PyObject *st_symbols;    /* dictionary of symbol table entries */ 

    PyObject *st_stack;      /* stack of namespace info */ 

    PyObject *st_global;     /* borrowed ref to MODULE in st_symbols */ 

    int st_nblocks;          /* number of blocks */ 

    PyObject *st_private;        /* name of current class or NULL */ 

    PyFutureFeatures *st_future; /* module's future features */ 

}; 

 

typedef struct _symtable_entry { 

    PyObject_HEAD 

    PyObject *ste_id;        /* int: key in st_symbols */ 

    PyObject *ste_symbols;   /* dict: name to flags */ 

    PyObject *ste_name;      /* string: name of block */ 

    PyObject *ste_varnames;  /* list of variable names */ 



    PyObject *ste_children;  /* list of child ids */ 

    _Py_block_ty ste_type;   /* module, class, or function */ 

    int ste_unoptimized;     /* false if namespace is optimized */ 

    int ste_nested;      /* true if block is nested */ 

    unsigned ste_free : 1;        /* true if block has free variables */ 

    unsigned ste_child_free : 1;  /* true if a child block has free vars, 

                                     including free refs to globals */ 

    unsigned ste_generator : 1;   /* true if namespace is a generator */ 

    unsigned ste_varargs : 1;     /* true if block has varargs */ 

    unsigned ste_varkeywords : 1; /* true if block has varkeywords */ 

    unsigned ste_returns_value : 1;  /* true if namespace uses return with 

                                        an argument */ 

    int ste_lineno;          /* first line of block */ 

    int ste_opt_lineno;      /* lineno of last exec or import * */ 



    int ste_tmpname;         /* counter for listcomp temp vars */ 

    struct symtable *ste_table; 

} PySTEntryObject; 

We observe that the symbol table is a dictionary containing the symbol table entries. I shall not 

dwelve into explaining these individual fields as comments are added at the source code level. 

Let us debug back into the function symtable_visit_stmt which is defined in Python/symtable.c 

on line number 1001.  

Let us insert a breakpoint on line number 1003 and observe how the debugger gets trapped. 

Observe the kind of statement from the screenshot below. 

 



Let us insert a breakpoint on line number 1054 and observe the entries into the symbol table. 

We observe that there is a call to the macro VISIT_SEQ which internally calls the function 

symtable_visit_expr which is defined in the same file on line number 1186. Here we observe 

that the kind of expression is Name_Kind hence insert a breakpoint on line number 1280 which 

calls the function symtable_add_def which basically adds a definition into the symbol table. I 

would suggest you to debug this function on your own as it is quite straight forward.  

Exercise: 

Trace the symbol table entries for the following python files: 

1. class test: 

pass 

2.  l= range(0,10) 

     m= map(lambda x: x*2, l) 

In this exercise we have understood how symbol table entries are created. Kudos :). 

 

 

 



Chapter 5 

Debugging the compiler and code generator 

Let us come back to the function Python/compile.c on line number 292 which is a call the 

function compiler_mod. Let us step into the function which is defined in the same file on line 

number 1172. Insert a breakpoint on line number 1186 and observe the kind of the module. 

 

It is of type Module_kind and hence the debugger gets trapped on line number 1187. Into this 

there is a call to the function compiler_body which is defined in the same file on line number 

1152. Let us step into this function and insert a breakpoint on line number 1167 which contains 

the following code: 



for (; i < asdl_seq_LEN(stmts); i++) 

        VISIT(c, stmt, (stmt_ty)asdl_seq_GET(stmts, i)); 

Here we observe that we iterate through the asdl statements and call the macro VISIT.  Which 

inturn calls the function compiler_visit_stmt which is defined in the same file on line number 

2073. Let us insert a breakpoint on line number 2081 and check the type of the statement.  

 

Let us insert a breakpoint on line number 2100. On line number we again call the macro with the 

type expr therefore the function compiler_visit_expr is called. Let us insert a debug point on line 

number 2968 and observe the kind of expression.  



 

We see that it is of the kind Num_kind therefore let us insert a breakpoint on line number 3028. 

We observe there is a call to the macro ADDOP_O. Let us step into the macro which internally 

calls the function compiler_addop_o. It internally calls the function compiler_addop_i. Let us 

insert a breakpoint on line number 1012 and observe the value of the generated opcode.  



 

We see that the value is 100. The values of these opcodes are defined in the file 

Include/opcode.h.  

To verify if we have generated the right opcode. On the file test.py execute the following 

command. 

$python -m dis test.py 

  1           0 LOAD_CONST               0 (100) 

              3 STORE_NAME               0 (a) 

              6 LOAD_CONST               1 (None) 



              9 RETURN_VALUE  

From this we can verify that our generated bytecode is correct.  

I would suggest you to debug larger programs and see how the opcode is generated for the 

same. Adios :) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 6 

Debugging the interpreter loop 

Once the bytecode is generated the next task is to execute the program by the interpreter. Let 

us come back to the file Python/pythonrun.c on line number 1376. This is a call to the function 

PyEval_EvalCode which is defined in the file Python/ceval.c on line number 669. It internally 

calls the function PyEval_EvalCodeEx. In this function initially we see that the stack frame is 

setup. So let us examine the structure of the frame object, which is defined in the file 

Include/frameobject.h. 

typedef struct _frame { 

    PyObject_VAR_HEAD 

    struct _frame *f_back; /* previous frame, or NULL */ 

    PyCodeObject *f_code; /* code segment */ 

    PyObject *f_builtins; /* builtin symbol table (PyDictObject) */ 

    PyObject *f_globals; /* global symbol table (PyDictObject) */ 

    PyObject *f_locals; /* local symbol table (any mapping) */ 

    PyObject **f_valuestack; /* points after the last local */ 



    /* Next free slot in f_valuestack.  Frame creation sets to f_valuestack. 

       Frame evaluation usually NULLs it, but a frame that yields sets it 

       to the current stack top. */ 

    PyObject **f_stacktop; 

    PyObject *f_trace; /* Trace function */ 

 

    /* If an exception is raised in this frame, the next three are used to 

     * record the exception info (if any) originally in the thread state.  See 

     * comments before set_exc_info() -- it's not obvious. 

     * Invariant:  if _type is NULL, then so are _value and _traceback. 

     * Desired invariant:  all three are NULL, or all three are non-NULL.  That 

     * one isn't currently true, but "should be". 

     */ 

    PyObject *f_exc_type, *f_exc_value, *f_exc_traceback; 



 

    PyThreadState *f_tstate; 

    int f_lasti; /* Last instruction if called */ 

    /* Call PyFrame_GetLineNumber() instead of reading this field 

       directly.  As of 2.3 f_lineno is only valid when tracing is 

       active (i.e. when f_trace is set).  At other times we use 

       PyCode_Addr2Line to calculate the line from the current 

       bytecode index. */ 

    int f_lineno; /* Current line number */ 

    int f_iblock; /* index in f_blockstack */ 

    PyTryBlock f_blockstack[CO_MAXBLOCKS]; /* for try and loop blocks */ 

    PyObject *f_localsplus[1]; /* locals+stack, dynamically sized */ 

} PyFrameObject; 

I shall not explain the individual fields as it is quite clear from the comments itself. What is 

important is that this frame contains an instruction pointer which is very useful when we 

understand how generators work in the coming chapters.  In this function on line number 3584 



is the call to the function PyEval_EvalFrameEx which is the main interpreter loop of python. This 

function can also be said the virtual machine of python. Let us step into this function and insert a 

breakpoint on line number 1057. Here we observe that there is an infinite for loop which iterates 

through every opcode of the program and executes it. On line number 1167 we observe how the 

next opcode is fetched. Let us examine the value of our opcode.  

 

It is exactly as we expected from our program. Let us insert a breakpoint on line number 1199 

which is a giant switch case for all the opcodes.  Continue debugging and we observe that it 

breaks at line number 1229 which is the implementation for LOAD_CONST. In this way we can 

debug our entire program opcode by opcode.  

In this way we have understood how the opcodes are executed by the python virtual machine. I 

would suggest you to debug the interpreter loop for the following python example programs: 



1. l= range(0,10) 

m= map(lambda x: x * 2, l) 

      2. def logger(func): 

def logged(name): 

print "logging starts" 

func(name) 

print "logging ends" 

return logged 

@logger 

def printName(name): 

print name 

printName("Guido Van Rossum") 

Adios :). You are now familiar with the python interpreter loop. 

 



   Chapter 7 

Debugging python objects 

7.1 The PyObject 

In this chapter we shall understand the implementation of the python objects. Let us begin with 

the PyObject which is the generic python object. It can be also called as the Object class of 

python. It is defined in the file Include/object.h. 

It’s is defined as follows: 

typedef struct _object { 

    PyObject_HEAD 

} PyObject; 

It contains a macro PyObject_HEAD which we will look into in the coming section. 

#define PyObject_HEAD                   \ 

    _PyObject_HEAD_EXTRA                \ 

    Py_ssize_t ob_refcnt;               \ 



    struct _typeobject *ob_type; 

It contains two important elements the reference count and the type object. We will look into the 

_typeobject object in the coming section 7.3. 

7.2 The PyVarObject 

Let us look at the definition for the python objects of variable length which is defined as: 

typedef struct { 

    PyObject_VAR_HEAD 

} PyVarObject; 

It contains a usage of the macro PyObject_VAR_HEAD which is explained in the coming 

paragraph. 

#define PyObject_VAR_HEAD               \ 

    PyObject_HEAD                       \ 

    Py_ssize_t ob_size; /* Number of items in variable part */ 

It is basically the same as PyObject but with an additional field to denote the size of the variable 

length of the object.  



7.3 The PyTypeObject 

The PyTypeObject is the representation of the type of the python object. To get the type of any 

object in python open the python shell and enter the following statements: 

>>> t = type(1) 

>>> dir(t) 

['__abs__', '__add__', '__and__', '__class__', '__cmp__', '__coerce__', '__delattr__', 

'__div__', '__divmod__', '__doc__', '__float__', '__floordiv__', '__format__', 

'__getattribute__', '__getnewargs__', '__hash__', '__hex__', '__index__', '__init__', 

'__int__', '__invert__', '__long__', '__lshift__', '__mod__', '__mul__', '__neg__', '__new__', 

'__nonzero__', '__oct__', '__or__', '__pos__', '__pow__', '__radd__', '__rand__', '__rdiv__', 

'__rdivmod__', '__reduce__', '__reduce_ex__', '__repr__', '__rfloordiv__', '__rlshift__', 

'__rmod__', '__rmul__', '__ror__', '__rpow__', '__rrshift__', '__rshift__', '__rsub__', 

'__rtruediv__', '__rxor__', '__setattr__', '__sizeof__', '__str__', '__sub__', 

'__subclasshook__', '__truediv__', '__trunc__', '__xor__', 'bit_length', 'conjugate', 

'denominator', 'imag', 'numerator', 'real'] 

We shall see the definition of these methods in the PyTypeObject. It is defined in the same file 

object.h.  

typedef struct _typeobject { 

    PyObject_VAR_HEAD 

    const char *tp_name; /* For printing, in format "<module>.<name>" */ 



    Py_ssize_t tp_basicsize, tp_itemsize; /* For allocation */ 

 

    /* Methods to implement standard operations */ 

 

    destructor tp_dealloc; 

    printfunc tp_print; 

    getattrfunc tp_getattr; 

    setattrfunc tp_setattr; 

    cmpfunc tp_compare; 

    reprfunc tp_repr; 

 

    /* Method suites for standard classes */ 

 

    PyNumberMethods *tp_as_number; 



    PySequenceMethods *tp_as_sequence; 

    PyMappingMethods *tp_as_mapping; 

 

    /* More standard operations (here for binary compatibility) */ 

 

    hashfunc tp_hash; 

    ternaryfunc tp_call; 

    reprfunc tp_str; 

    getattrofunc tp_getattro; 

    setattrofunc tp_setattro; 

 

    /* Functions to access object as input/output buffer */ 

    PyBufferProcs *tp_as_buffer; 

 



    /* Flags to define presence of optional/expanded features */ 

    long tp_flags; 

 

    const char *tp_doc; /* Documentation string */ 

 

    /* Assigned meaning in release 2.0 */ 

    /* call function for all accessible objects */ 

    traverseproc tp_traverse; 

 

    /* delete references to contained objects */ 

    inquiry tp_clear; 

 

    /* Assigned meaning in release 2.1 */ 

    /* rich comparisons */ 



    richcmpfunc tp_richcompare; 

 

    /* weak reference enabler */ 

    Py_ssize_t tp_weaklistoffset; 

 

    /* Added in release 2.2 */ 

    /* Iterators */ 

    getiterfunc tp_iter; 

    iternextfunc tp_iternext; 

 

    /* Attribute descriptor and subclassing stuff */ 

    struct PyMethodDef *tp_methods; 

    struct PyMemberDef *tp_members; 

    struct PyGetSetDef *tp_getset; 



    struct _typeobject *tp_base; 

    PyObject *tp_dict; 

    descrgetfunc tp_descr_get; 

    descrsetfunc tp_descr_set; 

    Py_ssize_t tp_dictoffset; 

    initproc tp_init; 

    allocfunc tp_alloc; 

    newfunc tp_new; 

    freefunc tp_free; /* Low-level free-memory routine */ 

    inquiry tp_is_gc; /* For PyObject_IS_GC */ 

    PyObject *tp_bases; 

    PyObject *tp_mro; /* method resolution order */ 

    PyObject *tp_cache; 

    PyObject *tp_subclasses; 



    PyObject *tp_weaklist; 

    destructor tp_del; 

 

    /* Type attribute cache version tag. Added in version 2.6 */ 

    unsigned int tp_version_tag; 

 

#ifdef COUNT_ALLOCS 

    /* these must be last and never explicitly initialized */ 

    Py_ssize_t tp_allocs; 

    Py_ssize_t tp_frees; 

    Py_ssize_t tp_maxalloc; 

    struct _typeobject *tp_prev; 

    struct _typeobject *tp_next; 

#endif 



} PyTypeObject; 

I shall not dwelve into the explanation for each of these as it is quite straightforward to 

understand the same. However I shall explain how the typeobject is created for each type by 

stating an example for the PyIntObject. It is defined in the file Objects/intobject.c on line number 

1407.  I shall type it down here for easy reference. However it is better to observe it in the 

source code. 

PyTypeObject PyInt_Type = { 

    PyVarObject_HEAD_INIT(&PyType_Type, 0) 

    "int", 

    sizeof(PyIntObject), 

    0, 

    (destructor)int_dealloc,                    /* tp_dealloc */ 

    (printfunc)int_print,                       /* tp_print */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_getattr */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_setattr */ 

    (cmpfunc)int_compare,                       /* tp_compare */ 



    (reprfunc)int_to_decimal_string,            /* tp_repr */ 

    &int_as_number,                             /* tp_as_number */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_as_sequence */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_as_mapping */ 

    (hashfunc)int_hash,                         /* tp_hash */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_call */ 

    (reprfunc)int_to_decimal_string,            /* tp_str */ 

    PyObject_GenericGetAttr,                    /* tp_getattro */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_setattro */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_as_buffer */ 

    Py_TPFLAGS_DEFAULT | Py_TPFLAGS_CHECKTYPES | 

        Py_TPFLAGS_BASETYPE | Py_TPFLAGS_INT_SUBCLASS,          /* tp_flags */ 

    int_doc,                                    /* tp_doc */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_traverse */ 



    0,                                          /* tp_clear */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_richcompare */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_weaklistoffset */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_iter */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_iternext */ 

    int_methods,                                /* tp_methods */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_members */ 

    int_getset,                                 /* tp_getset */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_base */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_dict */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_descr_get */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_descr_set */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_dictoffset */ 

    0,                                          /* tp_init */ 



    0,                                          /* tp_alloc */ 

    int_new,                                    /* tp_new */ 

}; 

7.5 The PyIntObject 

The PyIntObject is used to store the integer types. T he definition for this object is in the file 

Include/intobject.h. 

typedef struct { 

PyObject_HEAD 

long ob_ival; 

} PyIntObject; 

The important thing to consider is that it is just a wrapping around a plain long type of the C 

programming language. To understand it let us debug an example. Open the file 

Objects/intobject.c and place a debug point on line number 89. Start debugging the application. 

Open the python shell in the debugger and type the expression. 

a = 10l 



The debugger is activated. Debug step by step to understand how the int object 

is created. The other methods in the file are fairly straight forward. I would urge 

you to go through some of them for better understanding. 

 

7.5 The PyBoolObject 

Thee PyBoolObject is used to store boolean types in python. The definition is available in the 

file Include/boolobject.h. 

typedef PyIntObject PyBoolObject; 

Now let us debug the application to understand how a bool object is created. Start debugging 

the application and open the python shell. Set a debug point in the file Objects/boolobject.c on 

line number 42. 

Type the expression: 

a = bool(20l) 

We can see how the PyBoolObject is created. I would urge you to look into more methods to get 

a better understanding. 

 



7.6 The PyLongObject 

The PyLongObject is used to store long values in python. The definition of the object is present 

in the file Include/longobject.h. 

typedef struct _longobject PyLongObject; /* Revealed in longintrepr.h */ 

struct _longobject { 

PyObject_VAR_HEAD 

digit ob_digit[1]; 

}; 

A long object is a set of two digits. 

typedef PY_UINT32_T digit; 

#define PY_UINT32_T uint32_t 

7.7 The PyFloatObject 

The PyFloatObject is used to store floating point numbers in python. The definition of this is in 

the file Include/floatobject.h 

typedef struct { 



PyObject_HEAD 

double ob_fval; 

} PyFloatObject; 

We observe that it is just a wrapping around the plain double object of the C programming 

language. 

7.8 The PyListObject 

The PyListObject is the structure that is used to store the Python Lists. 

typedef struct { 

PyObject_VAR_HEAD 

/* Vector of pointers to list elements. list[0] is ob_item[0], etc. */ 

PyObject **ob_item; 

/* ob_item contains space for 'allocated' elements. The number 

* currently in use is ob_size. 

* Invariants: 

* 0 <= ob_size <= allocated 



* len(list) == ob_size 

* ob_item == NULL implies ob_size == allocated == 0 

* list.sort() temporarily sets allocated to -1 to detect mutations. 

* 

* Items must normally not be NULL, except during construction when 

* the list is not yet visible outside the function that builds it. 

*/ 

Py_ssize_t allocated; 

} PyListObject; 

We see that the data is stored as an array of PyObjects. This is the main portion of the lists. 

Open the debugger and set a debug point in the file Objects/listobject.c on line number 115. 

In the debugger type the expression: 

a = [] 

 



We see that the debugger is trapped. Debug step by step and understand how the list is 

created. 

Set a debug point on line number 327 and type the expression: 

a= range(0,10) 

print a 

In this function observe how the list is traversed and printed. Do check the other methods in 

listobject.c for further details on how lists work. 

7.9 The PyDictObject 

The PyDictObject is used to store python dictionaries. The declaration of the 

structure is in the file Objects/dictobject.h. 

typedef struct { 

/* Cached hash code of me_key. Note that hash codes are C longs. 

* We have to use Py_ssize_t instead because dict_popitem() abuses 

* me_hash to hold a search finger. 

*/ 



Py_ssize_t me_hash; 

PyObject *me_key; 

PyObject *me_value; 

} PyDictEntry; 

typedef struct _dictobject PyDictObject; 

struct _dictobject { 

PyObject_HEAD 

Py_ssize_t ma_fill; /* # Active + # Dummy */ 

Py_ssize_t ma_used; /* # Active */ 

/* The table contains ma_mask + 1 slots, and that's a power of 2. 

* We store the mask instead of the size because the mask is more 

* frequently needed. 

*/ 

Py_ssize_t ma_mask; 

/* ma_table points to ma_smalltable for small tables, else to 



* additional malloc'ed memory. ma_table is never NULL! This rule 

* saves repeated runtime null-tests in the workhorse getitem and 

* setitem calls. 

*/ 

PyDictEntry *ma_table; 

PyDictEntry *(*ma_lookup)(PyDictObject *mp, PyObject *key, long hash); 

PyDictEntry ma_smalltable[PyDict_MINSIZE]; 

}; 

The dictionary contains a list of PyDictEntries which are mapped using the 

hashfunction of the key of the entry being stored into the dictionary. 

Let us open Objects/dictobject.c and insert a breakpoint on line number 259. 

Open the python console and type: 

a = {} 

We can see how the memory is allocated to objects using PyObject_GC_New 

which we will discuss in the coming posts. Also observe how the list is created. 



mp->ma_lookup = lookdict_string;  

The lookup method for the dictionary is the method lookdict_string which is 

defined in the same file. It contains the code on how to lookup values from the 

dictionary. I would suggest you to read this up. 

7.10 Class related structures 

Now let us examine the structures related to class operations. 

typedef struct { 

PyObject_HEAD 

PyObject *cl_bases; /* A tuple of class objects */ 

PyObject *cl_dict; /* A dictionary */ 

PyObject *cl_name; /* A string */ 

/* The following three are functions or NULL */ 

PyObject *cl_getattr; 

PyObject *cl_setattr; 

PyObject *cl_delattr; 



PyObject *cl_weakreflist; /* List of weak references */ 

} PyClassObject; 

typedef struct { 

PyObject_HEAD 

PyClassObject *in_class; /* The class object */ 

PyObject *in_dict; /* A dictionary */ 

PyObject *in_weakreflist; /* List of weak references */ 

} PyInstanceObject; 

typedef struct { 

PyObject_HEAD 

PyObject *im_func; /* The callable object implementing the method */ 

PyObject *im_self; /* The instance it is bound to, or NULL */ 

PyObject *im_class; /* The class that asked for the method */ 

PyObject *im_weakreflist; /* List of weak references */ 

} PyMethodObject; 



The structures are found in Include/classobject.h and are self explanatory. 

Open the file Objects/classobject.c and insert a breakpoint in line number 34. Debug the 

application and type the expression: 

class a: 

pass 

Observe how the breakpoint is trapped and a new class is created by going through the flow. 

Also insert breakpoints in other methods of the file and see how the class is manipulated and 

used. 

7.11 The PyFunctionObject 

The PyFunctionObject refers to a method created without the scope of a class. 

The structure representing the function is declared in the file Include/funcobject.h 

typedef struct { 

PyObject_HEAD 

PyObject *func_code; /* A code object */ 

PyObject *func_globals; /* A dictionary (other mappings won't do) */ 

PyObject *func_defaults; /* NULL or a tuple */ 



PyObject *func_closure; /* NULL or a tuple of cell objects */ 

PyObject *func_doc; /* The __doc__ attribute, can be anything */ 

PyObject *func_name; /* The __name__ attribute, a string object */ 

PyObject *func_dict; /* The __dict__ attribute, a dict or NULL */ 

PyObject *func_weakreflist; /* List of weak references */ 

PyObject *func_module; /* The __module__ attribute, can be anything */ 

/* Invariant: 

* func_closure contains the bindings for func_code->co_freevars, so 

* PyTuple_Size(func_closure) == PyCode_GetNumFree(func_code) 

* (func_closure may be NULL if PyCode_GetNumFree(func_code) == 0). 

*/ 

} PyFunctionObject; 

The structure is self explanatory and I will not dwelve into further details. Also 

insert breakpoints in the file funcobject.c and observe the lifecycle of functions.  

 



7.12 The PyCodeObject 

The PyCodeObject represents the bytecode that is executed by the interpreter. We have seen 

this in the function PyEval_EvalFrameEx which contains the frame object which internally 

contains the code to be executed. The structure is defined in the file Include/code.h. 

typedef struct { 

PyObject_HEAD 

int co_argcount; /* #arguments, except *args */ 

int co_nlocals; /* #local variables */ 

int co_stacksize; /* #entries needed for evaluation stack */ 

int co_flags; /* CO_…, see below */ 

PyObject *co_code; /* instruction opcodes */ 

PyObject *co_consts; /* list (constants used) */ 

PyObject *co_names; /* list of strings (names used) */ 

PyObject *co_varnames; /* tuple of strings (local variable names) */ 

PyObject *co_freevars; /* tuple of strings (free variable names) */ 

PyObject *co_cellvars; /* tuple of strings (cell variable names) */ 



/* The rest doesn't count for hash/cmp */ 

PyObject *co_filename; /* string (where it was loaded from) */ 

PyObject *co_name; /* string (name, for reference) */ 

int co_firstlineno; /* first source line number */ 

PyObject *co_lnotab; /* string (encoding addr<->lineno mapping) See 

Objects/lnotab_notes.txt for details. */ 

void *co_zombieframe; /* for optimization only (see frameobject.c) */ 

PyObject *co_weakreflist; /* to support weakrefs to code objects */ 

} PyCodeObject; 

The most important entry is the co_code entry which contains the python bytecode. 

Open the file named codeobject.c and insert a breakpoint in line number 101. Open the debug 

console and type any expression: 

>>> a = 100 

We see that a new corresponding CodeObject is created. I would further urge you to debug and 

understand more about this object. 



7.13 The PyFrameObject 

The python frame object contains an entry in the execution stack and contains the wrapper to 

the code being executed and an instruction pointer. The declaration is in the file 

Include/frameobject.h. 

typedef struct _frame { 

PyObject_VAR_HEAD 

struct _frame *f_back; /* previous frame, or NULL */ 

PyCodeObject *f_code; /* code segment */ 

PyObject *f_builtins; /* builtin symbol table (PyDictObject) */ 

PyObject *f_globals; /* global symbol table (PyDictObject) */ 

PyObject *f_locals; /* local symbol table (any mapping) */ 

PyObject **f_valuestack; /* points after the last local */ 

/* Next free slot in f_valuestack. Frame creation sets to f_valuestack. 

Frame evaluation usually NULLs it, but a frame that yields sets it 

to the current stack top. */ 

PyObject **f_stacktop; 



PyObject *f_trace; /* Trace function */ 

/* If an exception is raised in this frame, the next three are used to 

* record the exception info (if any) originally in the thread state. See 

* comments before set_exc_info() — it's not obvious. 

* Invariant: if _type is NULL, then so are _value and _traceback. 

* Desired invariant: all three are NULL, or all three are non-NULL. That 

* one isn't currently true, but "should be". 

*/ 

PyObject *f_exc_type, *f_exc_value, *f_exc_traceback; 

PyThreadState *f_tstate; 

int f_lasti; /* Last instruction if called */ 

/* Call PyFrame_GetLineNumber() instead of reading this field 

directly. As of 2.3 f_lineno is only valid when tracing is 

active (i.e. when f_trace is set). At other times we use 

PyCode_Addr2Line to calculate the line from the current 



bytecode index. */ 

int f_lineno; /* Current line number */ 

int f_iblock; /* index in f_blockstack */ 

PyTryBlock f_blockstack[CO_MAXBLOCKS]; /* for try and loop blocks */ 

PyObject *f_localsplus[1]; /* locals+stack, dynamically sized */ 

} PyFrameObject; 

To understand more about the frame object debug the interpreter loop to see how opcodes are 

fetched from the frame object and further executed. 

7.14 The PyGenObject  

The PyGenObject is the structure that wraps the Python generator.  The declaration is in the file 

Include/genobject.h. 

typedef struct { 

PyObject_HEAD 

/* The gi_ prefix is intended to remind of generator-iterator. */ 

/* Note: gi_frame can be NULL if the generator is "finished" */ 



struct _frame *gi_frame; 

/* True if generator is being executed. */ 

int gi_running; 

/* The code object backing the generator */ 

PyObject *gi_code; 

/* List of weak reference. */ 

PyObject *gi_weakreflist; 

} PyGenObject; 

You can observe the generator object contains a reference to the frame to which the function 

must enter after yielding. 

Open the file Objects/genobject.c and insert a breakpoint in line number 385. 

Enter the function: 

>>>def gen(a): 

while a < 10: 

a += 1 



yield 

>>> a = gen(5) 

You see that the breakpoint is trapped. Observe how the generator is created. 

>> a.next() 

And insert a breakpoint into line number 283. There is call to function gen_send_ex. Insert a 

breakpoint into line number 85, which is a call to the interpreter loop for the current frame and 

instruction pointer. 

7.15 The PyFileObject 

The PyFileObject is used in file management of python. The structure is defined 

in the file Include/fileobject.h 

typedef struct { 

PyObject_HEAD 

FILE *f_fp; 

PyObject *f_name; 

PyObject *f_mode; 



int (*f_close)(FILE *); 

int f_softspace; /* Flag used by 'print' command */ 

int f_binary; /* Flag which indicates whether the file is 

open in binary (1) or text (0) mode */ 

char* f_buf; /* Allocated readahead buffer */ 

char* f_bufend; /* Points after last occupied position */ 

char* f_bufptr; /* Current buffer position */ 

char *f_setbuf; /* Buffer for setbuf(3) and setvbuf(3) */ 

int f_univ_newline; /* Handle any newline convention */ 

int f_newlinetypes; /* Types of newlines seen */ 

int f_skipnextlf; /* Skip next \n */ 

PyObject *f_encoding; 

PyObject *f_errors; 

PyObject *weakreflist; /* List of weak references */ 

int unlocked_count; /* Num. currently running sections of code 



using f_fp with the GIL released. */ 

int readable; 

int writable; 

} PyFileObject; 

We observe that this is a wrapper to a plain C FILE object and has three buffers 

to process the data. 

Open the file Objects/fileobject.c and insert a breakpoint on line number 322 and 

in the debug console type the expression: 

a = open(‘test.py’) 

You see that the debug point is trapped. Observe how the file is created and the 

pointers are set for operations. 

Adios, you are now familiar with most objects of python that we commonly use in 

our everyday operations. 

 

 



Chapter 8 

Debugging the memory allocator 

To understand how the memory allocator works let us understand by using an example of how 

lists are created. The example holds good for other memory objects as well. Open the file 

Objects/listobject.c and insert a breakpoint into the line 142. It is a call to the macro 

PyObject_GC_New which internally calls the function _PyObject_GC_New which is defined in 

the file Modules/gcmodule.c which internally calls the function _PyObject_GC_Malloc defined in 

the same file on line number 149 which internally calls the function PyObject_Malloc defined in 

the file Objects/obmalloc.c on line number 790.  

In this function we observe that there is a set of preallocated pools in the array usedpools from 

which we try to select a pool and allocate memory into the pool. Before we understand further 

let us understand the structure of python memory allocation. 

struct pool_header { 

    union { block *_padding; 

            uint count; } ref;          /* number of allocated blocks    */ 

    block *freeblock;                   /* pool's free list head         */ 

    struct pool_header *nextpool;       /* next pool of this size class  */ 

    struct pool_header *prevpool;       /* previous pool       ""        */ 



    uint arenaindex;                    /* index into arenas of base adr */ 

    uint szidx;                         /* block size class index        */ 

    uint nextoffset;                    /* bytes to virgin block         */ 

    uint maxnextoffset;                 /* largest valid nextoffset      */ 

}; 

typedef struct pool_header *poolp; 

/* Record keeping for arenas. */ 

struct arena_object { 

    /* The address of the arena, as returned by malloc.  Note that 0 

     * will never be returned by a successful malloc, and is used 

     * here to mark an arena_object that doesn't correspond to an 

     * allocated arena. 

     */ 

    uptr address; 



 

    /* Pool-aligned pointer to the next pool to be carved off. */ 

    block* pool_address; 

 

    /* The number of available pools in the arena:  free pools + never- 

     * allocated pools. 

     */ 

    uint nfreepools; 

 

    /* The total number of pools in the arena, whether or not available. */ 

    uint ntotalpools; 

 

    /* Singly-linked list of available pools. */ 

    struct pool_header* freepools; 



 

    /* Whenever this arena_object is not associated with an allocated 

     * arena, the nextarena member is used to link all unassociated 

     * arena_objects in the singly-linked `unused_arena_objects` list. 

     * The prevarena member is unused in this case. 

     * 

     * When this arena_object is associated with an allocated arena 

     * with at least one available pool, both members are used in the 

     * doubly-linked `usable_arenas` list, which is maintained in 

     * increasing order of `nfreepools` values. 

     * 

     * Else this arena_object is associated with an allocated arena 

     * all of whose pools are in use.  `nextarena` and `prevarena` 

     * are both meaningless in this case. 



     */ 

    struct arena_object* nextarena; 

    struct arena_object* prevarena; 

}; 

From this we understand that the arena is an encapsulation of pools from which blocks of 

memory are carved out according to the requirement of the application and given back. Let us 

understand how this is done. 

On line number 822 we observe that a pool of the desired size is searched for. It is found and 

contains a free block of the required size, it is assigned. Then if the pool is full, it is deallocated 

from the usedpools list. 

If the usable_arenas is empty then a new set of arenas are created using the new_arena 

function on line number 867. On line number 917, we observe that the newly allocated pool is 

linked to the usedpools array for further allocation. From this the selected block of memory is 

carved out and assigned to the application. You are now familiar with the way memory is 

allocated to the application by python. This flow is valid only when the size of the memory 

requested is less than 512 bytes. Else malloc is directly invoked to assign memory to the 

application. This can be observed in line number 986.  

Now that we have understood memory allocation let us understand the memory deallocation. 

For that we need to understand two important macros Py_INCREF and Py_DECREF. 

#define Py_INCREF(op) (                         \ 



    _Py_INC_REFTOTAL  _Py_REF_DEBUG_COMMA       \ 

    ((PyObject*)(op))->ob_refcnt++) 

#define Py_DECREF(op)                                   \ 

    do {                                                \ 

        if (_Py_DEC_REFTOTAL  _Py_REF_DEBUG_COMMA       \ 

        --((PyObject*)(op))->ob_refcnt != 0)            \ 

            _Py_CHECK_REFCNT(op)                        \ 

        else                                            \ 

        _Py_Dealloc((PyObject *)(op));                  \ 

    } while (0) 

These are defined in the file Include/object.h.  

From these two macros we observe that one increments the reference count of the object by 1 

and the other decrements it when called. These macros can be seen all over the python source 

code as it is imperative to call them when we are using and removing the reference to a 

PyObject. When the reference count becomes 0, the function _Py_Dealloc is called. It internally 

calls the tp_dealloc function defined on the type object. Let us observe how this is done for lists. 



Let us open the file Objects/listobject.c on line number 2774, which defines the deallocator to be 

the function list_dealloc. This is defined in the same file on line number 297.  On line number 

308 we can see that it iterates through the list and deallocates the individual elements and on 

line number 311 it calls the macro PyMem_FREE which is defined as the c memory collector 

function free. Later it calls the function tp_free defined on lists which is the function 

PyObject_GC_Del as defined in the type object on line number 2809. PyObject_GC_Del 

internally calls PyObject_FREE which internally checks if the memory was allocated from the 

pools and does the freeing operation. I shall skip the details here and suggest you to debug the 

function step by step to understand how it works.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 9 

Debugging python threads and sockets 

9.1 Python threads 

Let us dwelve deeper into how python threads are implemented in linux. Open the file 

Python/thread.c and observe how different headers are included based on the implementation 

of the thread library in the OS. On linux we use pthreads. So open the file 

Python/thread_pthread.h. 

Insert a breakpoint on line number 172. 

Open the debugger and insert the following statements: 

>>> def threadFunc(): 

print "hello" 

>>>import thread 

>>> thread.start_new_thread ( threadFunc, () ) 

See how the thread is initialized and created and spawned to execute the function. Continue 

debugging step by step and observce how it internally calls the PyEval_EvalFrameEx function / 

the interpreter loop to be executed on the defined function. 



9.2 Python sockets 

This section contains a brief about how sockets are implemented in python. This is OS specific 

hence I will only be covering for UNIX based systems. The main module is located in the file 

Modules/socketmodule.h. Observe how the appropriate files are included into the system 

depending on the operating system. 

typedef struct { 

PyObject_HEAD 

SOCKET_T sock_fd; /* Socket file descriptor */ 

int sock_family; /* Address family, e.g., AF_INET */ 

int sock_type; /* Socket type, e.g., SOCK_STREAM */ 

int sock_proto; /* Protocol type, usually 0 */ 

PyObject *(*errorhandler)(void); /* Error handler; checks 

errno, returns NULL and 

sets a Python exception */ 

double sock_timeout; /* Operation timeout in seconds; 

0.0 means non-blocking */ 



PyObject *weakreflist; 

} PySocketSockObject; 

Is the main socket object. Insert a breakpoint in the file Modules/socketmodule.c 

on line number 806 and type the following statements. 

>>> import socket 

>>> s = socket.socket( 

    socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM) 

Insert a breakpoint on line number 2155 and type the following statement: 

>>> s.connect(("www.mcmillan-inc.com", 80)) 

Observe how the connection is established to the host.  

The list of socket methods is defined in the same file on line number 3061. 

Observe the mapping from the python methods to the corresponding C functions. 

I would suggest you to debug each method to understand in depth of how 

sockets are implemented in python. 

 



Chapter 10 

Python optimizations 

In this chapter let us study about the optimizations performed by python and what is the 

programmers role.  

Create a sample file test.py with the following contents: 

if not 100: 

 print "1000" 

else: 

 print "100" 

In the debug configurations add the following arguments: 

Open the file Python/peephole.c and open the line number 299 which is the function 

PyCode_Optimize which is the function that performs the peephole optimizations. This chapter 

is not an alternative to the optimizations that can be performed at the code level by the 

programmer. This chapter is just intended to show the kind of optimizations the compiler 

performs on the program.  

Insert a breakpoint on line number 357, which is a giant for loop which iterates through the 

entire code object instruction by instruction. On line number 364 we see a giant switch case to 



specify the kind of optimizations that are performed for any opcode. Let us step by debugging 

the individual lines. 

The first switch case is on the bytecode UNARY_NOT. Let us examine the code for the same. 

if (codestr[i+1] != POP_JUMP_IF_FALSE 

 || !ISBASICBLOCK(blocks,i,4)) 

 continue; 

 j = GETARG(codestr, i+1); 

 codestr[i] = POP_JUMP_IF_TRUE; 

 SETARG(codestr, i, j); 

 codestr[i+3] = NOP; 

 goto reoptimize_current; 

It replaces UNARY_NOT POP_JUMP_IF_FALSE by the bytecode POP_JUMP_IF_TRUE, 

which seems logical. From our code examine how the optimization is performed. 

Go through the individual cases to understand what kind of optimizations are performed for 

every individual instruction bytecodes. Adios :) 

 



Appendix A 

Python Standard Library 

Once you have python installed in your system you need a set of standard libraries to help build 

applications. On python these are present in the Lib/ folder of your python installation. These 

are written in python and act as the building base of applications.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix B 

    Introduction to PyPy 

Setting up PyPy 

Download PyCharm : 

https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/download/#section=linux 

Clone pypy: 

$git clone https://bitbucket.org/pypy/pypy 

Import pypy into PyCharm: 

https://bitbucket.org/pypy/pypy
https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/download/#section=linux


 

What is PyPy ? 

PyPy is a Python interpreter and just-in-time compiler. PyPy focuses on speed, efficiency 

and compatibility with the original CPython interpreter.[1] 

PyPy started out being a Python interpreter written in the Python language itself. Current 

PyPy versions are translated from RPython to C code and compiled. The PyPy JIT 

compiler is capable of turning Python code into machine code at run time. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CPython
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PyPy#RPython
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just-in-time_compilation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PyPy#cite_note-mission-statement-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Python_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_code


Code Object: 

It is defined in the file pypy/interpreter/pycode.py. Let us examine the fields of the class. 

self.co_argcount  

self.co_nlocals  

self.co_stacksize  

self.co_flags  

self.co_code 

self.co_consts_w  

self.co_names_w] 

self.co_varnames  

self.co_freevars  

self.co_cellvars  

self.co_filename  

self.co_name  

self.co_firstlineno  



self.co_lnotab  

# store the first globals object that the code object is run in in 

# here. if a frame is run in that globals object, it does not need to 

# store it at all 

self.w_globals 

self.hidden_applevel  

self.magic  

It is very visibly similar to the PyCodeObject of Cpython. 

Function Object: 

It is defined in the file pypy/interpreter/function.py. Let us examine the fields of the class. 

self.name  

self.w_doc  

self.code  

self.w_func_globals  

self.closure  



self.defs_w  

self.w_func_dict  

self.w_module  

 

It is very similar to the function object defined as a C structure in CPython. 

Frame Object: 

It is defined in the file pypy/interpreter/pyframe.py 

frame_finished_execution  

last_instr               = -1 

last_exception           = None 

f_backref                = jit.vref_None 

 

escaped                  = False  # see mark_as_escaped() 

debugdata                = None 

 



pycode = None # code object executed by that frame 

locals_cells_stack_w = None # the list of all locals, cells and the valuestack 

valuestackdepth = 0 # number of items on valuestack 

lastblock = None 

 

Generator Object: 

It is defined in the file pypy/interpreter/generator.py. 

self.space 

self.frame 

self.pycode 

Self.running 

It is strikingly similar to the generator object of Cpython. 

Integer Object: 

It is defined in the file pypy/objspace/std/intobject.py on line number 311.  



Complex Object: 

It is defined in the file pypy/objspace/std/complexobject.py on line number 186. 

Float Object: 

It is defined in the file pypy/objspace/std/floatobject.py on line number 139. 

Dictionary Object: 

It is defined in the file pypy/objspace/std/dictmultiobject.py on line number 360. 

List Object: 

It is defined in the file pypy/objspace/std/listobject.py on line number 168. 

Interpreter Loop: 

The interpreter loop of pypy is located in the file pypy/interpreter/pyopcode.py on line number 

145 which is the function dispatch_bytecode. It is very similar to the PyEvalFrameEx function 

which is the interpreter loop of Cpython. 

 

 



Appendix C  

  Some useful terms 

Parser 

Parsing (US /ˈpɑːrsɪŋ/; UK /ˈpɑːrzɪŋ/) or syntactic analysis is the process of analysing a 

string of symbols, either in natural language or in computer languages, conforming to 

the rules of aformal grammar. 

A parser is a software component that takes input data (frequently text) and builds a data 

structure – often some kind of parse tree, abstract syntax tree or other hierarchical 

structure – giving a structural representation of the input, checking for correct syntax in 

the process. The parsing may be preceded or followed by other steps, or these may be 

combined into a single step. 

AST 

In computer science, an abstract syntax tree (AST), or just syntax tree, is a tree 

representation of the abstract syntacticstructure of source code written in a 

programming language. Each node of the tree denotes a construct occurring in the 

source code. The syntax is "abstract" in not representing every detail appearing in the 

real syntax. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_structure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA_for_English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parse_tree
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formal_grammar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_syntax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Source_code
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_syntax_tree
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:IPA_for_English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_structure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_(computer_science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symbol_(programming)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directed_tree
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